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Software development process is increasingly becoming comprehensive and intricate, where each
smallest module is very imperative for successful software delivery, without which entire project
work will be in trouble. In addition, recent fall has intensified the need for perfect execution of
development process by using advanced tools and technology. Hence, a least mistake may be
unintended, not just destroy capital of a company, but break its courage and motivation to take up
innovation for all time. Thus, an urgent need to streamline methodologies and entire process, and
measures to contain unpredictable disaster and risk contingencies, are required like nothing before.

	

In the complete development process, the project management plays an intrinsic role to deal with
problems in all sections and divisions of the project such as analysis, development, budget, coding,
testing, packaging, delivery, maintenance and post-implementation. However, project managers
play a key in the IT companies with management of development process.

Important Undertakings of Project Manager

â€¢	Efficient analysis of requirements

â€¢	Collection of the best resources

â€¢	Control work flow and delegation

â€¢	Analyze project growth and results

â€¢	Engage clients and Increase customer base

â€¢	Constantly inspect and scrutinize the project work

â€¢	Give support in decision-making process

â€¢	Understand the fundamental and versatile requirements of end-users

All these managerial tasks and work functions are really important for successful accomplishment of
the project. Moreover, project managers need to put in extra efforts and also take in and implement
innovations to make sure the project reaches its desired goal without deviating from its path at any
rate or at any point. Expert developers of a reputed offshore software development company usually
are more engaged in designing and coding of the software by understanding of the actual
requirements and special demands of customers that may enhance profitability and productivity.
But, on the contrary, developers often get objective and appropriate analysis of requirements and
not make the grade to analyze interest and exact idea of users.

At this juncture, project managers can come to the scene to identify and decode interests and needs
of targeted customers about software development. It may impact business relationship of clients
and different vendors. The effective project management needs proper organization and research
on each project task. Thus, managers perform extensive research on the proposed project to
understand market demands and dynamics associated with project theme. Indeed, as an organizer
they work to bring all competent individuals engaged in or related to the project such as clients,
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developers, designers, testers and decision-makers. They create a favourable environment for all to
put their authentic suggestions, concerns, issues and advice about development of business
projects.

At last, business orientation of software needs delicate consideration as more and more software
applications are losing their business value. In this case, managers have to do work hard and
propound some essential ways to the developers to take business advantages with successful
software development. In addition, they control workflow and achieve higher goals than expected for
assigned project. Therefore, business organizations need to manage IT project with the best use of
resources.
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